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LIZ ON BEAUTIFUL TO ME
Margaret Wolfe Hungerford is the nineteenth
century novelist who paraphrased Plato and
came up with the very familiar phrase –
“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”. The
wonderful photos that were submitted for
our competition this month certainly prove
this.
It strikes me that there is quite a lot to the
idea of beauty being personal and
dependent on who is observing rather than a
universal truth and that this is a truly
inclusive thought.

Liz displaying the lovely
hampers given to OVT staff
by the Charnaud family

Rather than judging something or someone on appearance alone, the phrase shows that to
see true beauty you must look with care and thought and that the person looking is also
important. This immediately opens up the opportunity to appreciate beauty anywhere and
everywhere from the power of a steam train to the joy on peoples’ faces as they share a
happy moment.It also places a responsibility on us not to judge too quickly or have a rigid
set of expectations.
So a massive thank you to everyone who sent in the truly beautiful photos for our
competition, it has certainly made me reflect that I need to make sure I spend more time
appreciating the beauty that is all around.
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BEAUTIFUL TO ME

Celebrating Photography
Day with pictures special to you
This month we asked you to celebrate National Photography Day with us by taking part in
our "Beautiful To Me" photography competition. Pictures could be taken on any device, as
long as they featured or symbolised something beautiful to you. We had a wide range of
submissions from staff, family, individuals we support and people outside of the OVT
bubble. Thank you to everyone who took part, every photo was beautiful in it's own right
and we would like to give each photo a chance to be seen! So, please take a chance to take
in all of the submissions below before we announce the winners of the competition:

Caroline T - The View on
a Bike Ride

Dave T - My Amazing
Horse Floyd

Elainna T - Views from
Ben Nevis

Emma L - My children,
enjoying our holiday to
the Isle of Wight

Gill C - Fields of poppies

Gill P - Crab Tree
Blossom in the garden

Glenn N - Locomotive
hard at work

Jacqui C - East Court in
the Snow

Jacqui R - an evening
out with my dog and my
metal detector
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BEAUTIFUL TO ME (CONT.)
Celebrating Photography
Day with pictures special to you

Jen - A reminder of a
lovely couple

Jonathan P - Orange
tree standing out

Jonathan P - Beauty in
nature

Kay A - A flower finally
open

Nicola FM - Jonathan's
birthday call with
brother and sister

Nicole C - The Westbury
White Horse

Rebecca T-B - My
favourite beach

Luke T-B - Bumble Bee
in the garden

Sarah C - Looking up at
the trees

Thank you once again for all these submissions, and thank you to Hiver Geoff for judging
the competition! The winner of the Beautiful To Me competition is...
Gill C! with Glenn N taking second and Elainna T taking third.
Congratulations to you all, we will be in touch to organise your prizes soon! Finally, please
don't be disheartened if you didn't win a prize! We have another project in the works which
could see you photo in the OVT spotlight very soon, so keep an eye out for any
announcements...
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NORTHCROFT - STAYCATION II
The Hawaiian holiday from home

Fully kitted out at the bar

Speaking of beautiful photos, there were some absolute crackers from Northcroft's latest
effort! Following the success of last year’s camping trip, Northcroft returned to the garden
this month for a Hawaiian holiday from home. Everyone worked together to pull this
amazing weekend together and the results speak for themselves.
As the holiday hopefuls entered the Northcroft Beach Resort, they were greeted by a fully
stocked bar, grass skirts, floral leis and two exclusive nights of camping to look forward to...
although some decided to extend their stay to three nights! The first night began with a
barbeque, complimented by an extensive selection of cocktails to choose from. This
eventually made way for a smoldering campfire – which served as the center piece for an
evening disco. After such a busy evening, everyone told funny stories and jokes as they
enjoyed hot chocolates and s'mores around the warm fire.
On the second day, adventure awaited… After fueling up with a full English, Northcroft
headed out for a mystery woodland walk and a sightseeing tour of Wells. The final night
was a high point with fish & chips and karaoke providing the evening entertainment, before
everyone tried to find their low point with a competitive round of Limbo!
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CHRIS' PHOTOGRAPHY SNAPSHOT
1:1 staff member Chris shares his past in photography

The first time I really dipped my toes into photography
was an evening course at Strode College back in the
days of 35mm. I used a SL camera for the first time
which I found quite frustrating. One evening we were
practicing apertures and focusing whilst walking with a
model, hence I tripped up on a prop and fell into her,
after which I watched in horror as she fell onto the floor
in a heap! Not an ideal start.
Back then we didn’t have the ability to select photos
and edit them at the press of a button. We developed
our films in the dark room which was exciting, but out
of a film of thirty six you might find two or three photos
you were happy with. Due to my frustrations, I parted
from photography for around twenty years.
After such a hiatus, I found inspiration again quite by
fluke. While on a trip to Clovelly in Devon I saw a photo
which was taken from a ground floor angle which
sparked something inside.
I immediately went out and bought a simple point and
shoot digital camera, recreated the same shot, and my
passion returned.
I currently use a Samsung mirrorless Camera and the
camera on my Samsung phone, both come with a good
variety of apps to help with bright and low-level light
problems, helping keep those former frustrations at bay!
My favourite subjects to photograph are landscapes, any
kind of derelict buildings and my two French Bulldogs
whilst out on walks near and far at various locations
over the weekends. Whilst out and about on 1 to 1s with
Hivers we see plenty of beautiful views and interesting
landmarks. These places are often worthy of a photo or
two and the Hivers are more than happy to be in the
photo. We like to get quite creative and arty with the
poses, and it adds a creative element to the sessions
which I think they really appreciate.
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NEW RECRUITS
The new faces of our community and day services!!

A warm welcome to Nicole, our new
services manager! A friendly character with
lots of exciting experience, Nicole is no
stranger to leading a team towards
greatness! She's also familiar with OVT, as
she has worked for us previously!
"I’m super excited to be back at the trust. I
have always kept in touch and the
organisation has always held a special
place in my heart due to its values. I hope
that we as a team here at the Hive can
achieve greatness with our day care
services and I’m excited to see where we
go."
Also, welcome to Matt, the newest member
of our Stile Gardening team.
Working alongside Discovery Learning
Disability Support Matt has proven himself
throughout our training process, and his
positive can-do attitude makes us really
excited to get him involved.
Having already worked on a few jobs, he is
establishing himself well and already looks
the part!
Best of luck Matt, we look forward to
watching you grow and succeed with us!

Scan the code
to Support Us
For Free
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THANK YOU TEAM 42
How this wonderful project from Bath Students has helped OVT!

A huge thank you to the wonderful 'Team 42', a
group of University of Bath masters students
who we spoke about last month. They set out
on a project to help us increase our
community, spread awareness and raise funds!
The six students have worked tirelessly across a
range of different platforms to make a big
impact in a short space of time, and we think
it's safe to say they have succeeded.
"We were proud to support Orchard Vale Trust
to raise funds & awareness. We worked
dedicatedly for 19 weeks to organise
fundraising activities, including an Online
Auction, The Handcraft Challenge, Instagram,
Facebook and many more!"

Are you interested in joining the HIVE?
Or perhaps you have a Job for our STILE Gardening team.
Please get in touch:
Phone: 01749 671706
email: info@orchardvaletrust.org.uk
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